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Multispectral imagery from Defense Meteorological Satellite Program polar orbiting satellites was used operationally in support of Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. This multispectral image was taken just prior to Desert Storm.

The cover image is an 8-bit composite of the visible (0.4-1.1\mum) and infrared (12.2-12.8\mum) channels from the Operational Linescan System (OLS) on the DMSP satellites. The technique of combining channels to form a multispectral image was developed at the Satellite Meteorology Branch of the Phillips Laboratory, Geophysics Directorate. The Phillips Laboratory staff worked closely with Harris Corporation and The Aerospace Corporation to transition the multispectral display technique from the laboratory to an operational capability at Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC). The technique was available for use at AFGWC prior to Operation Desert Storm and was used in direct support of the multinational forces operating in the Kuwaiti theatre thereafter.

The multispectral DMSP imagery was constructed by loading the OLS visible channel data to control the red and green color guns of the display device, and the infrared to control the blue color gun. Enhancements and cloud type-color relationships were achieved using backup table techniques. In the chosen lookup table, the low clouds appear yellow while the high clouds appear white if they are optically thick. Optically thin clouds appear more blue-white. Land generally appears darker than the clouds and highly reflective backgrounds such as sand tend to give the land a slight yellowish tint. Water appears dark blue except in areas of sunglint, where the water appears whiter. The multispectral display technique preserves almost all of the dynamic range of the data. Information compression allows the two 8-bit images to be overlaid without losing the 16-bit fidelity on 8-bit image display devices.

For additional discussions on the analysis and display of multispectral data, see the papers by the Phillips Laboratory, and the Harris and Aerospace Corporations.
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PREFACE

This document is the Executive Summary of the Cloud Impacts on DoD Operations and Systems, 1991 Conference (CIDOS-91), held at El Segundo, California on 9–12 July 1991. The CIDOS-91 Conference was unclassified with oral sessions at Aerospace Corporation and poster sessions at the nearby Ramada Inn. This executive summary of the CIDOS conference is being distributed to approximately 300 members of the CIDOS community, and the Proceedings of CIDOS-91 will be distributed separately.

CIDOS-91 was the eighth conference of the DoD cloud impacts community. The first workshop was convened in 1983, under the name Tri-Service Clouds Modeling Workshop. In 1988, the name of the workshop was changed to Cloud Impacts on DoD Operations and Systems (CIDOS) to reflect more accurately the intent and purpose of the clouds community as a resource for defense-related problems and issues of greater scope and magnitude. The primary purpose of the CIDOS community is to evaluate, through atmospheric sciences, the impacts of clouds on weapons, sensors, and military operations. Linked with the primary purpose, a secondary purpose is to recommend procedures and courses of action for exploiting or mitigating those important operational and programmatic effects due to clouds. CIDOS-91 was organized with an emphasis on nonmilitary applications of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and the availability of data and the application of CIDOS community research results to civil programs, such as climate change studies.

The first two and a half days of the conference were devoted to presentations, both oral and poster. During this time, five sessions were organized and convened on the following topics: (1) Program Reviews, (2) Databases (DoD-Civilian Transfer and Applications Emphasis), (3) Systems and Sensors (Ground, Airborne, and Satellite), (4) Models, Simulations, and Applications, and (5) Cloud Detection, Retrieval, and Display Techniques. The full agenda is presented as Appendix A.
On the afternoon of the third day, three workshop meetings convened. The topics addressed by the working groups were (1) User Needs, (2) Cloud Data Users Handbook, and (3) Models and Databases. On the last day the chairman of each workshop presented a summary report and the executive committee met to assign duties and formulate initial plans for the next CIDOS meeting.

Acknowledged is the outstanding support and cooperation of all session chairmen and presenters during CIDOS-91. The conference was sponsored by COL Grant C. Aufderhaar of the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition), hosted by the DMSP Office, Los Angeles, California, and organized by the Science and Technology Corporation. Meetings Division.

Donald D. Grantham
Chairman
CIDOS Steering Committee
PART 1. EXECUTIVE STATEMENT

Cloud Impacts on Defense Systems

COL. Capt. C. Aufderhaar, USAF
Assistant for Environmental Sciences
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition)

The importance of the impact of clouds on military operations and weapon system performance, defensive and offensive, was clearly demonstrated during "Desert Storm." Issues included significant cloud impacts on smart weapons performance and serious limitations on providing timely bomb-damage assessment to the command and control systems. These results indicate how important the accomplishments of DoD-sponsored research on clouds were throughout the planning and employment of the wide variety of Desert Storm missions on land and sea and in the air. The need for such research and efforts to transfer this research to operational service is recognized by the research and development community, but not always by the operating forces. Bridging this gap between the research and development and the operating communities is a specific function to be addressed by the Cloud Impacts on DoD Operations and Systems (CIDOS) community and at this 1991 conference. These CIDOS conferences provide a key mechanism to communicate the role clouds research has on military operations and weapon effectiveness and increase our ability to support the defense development community.

The recent experiences in the Middle East have revealed several shortcomings in our capability to use current research and development products and have identified specific requirements for additional research. Under the category of shortcomings is the inability of our present equipment and techniques in translating the flood of environmental data from satellites into directly useful information for battle commanders. This is both a technology and a research problem. The technology aspect is to update present field systems to process the required information quickly and into the language of the operator. The research aspects involve providing the "instructions" to the systems on what required environmental information is needed...
and how to extract the relevant operational support information from the available megabytes of data.

One of the high priority needs for direct research is the improved forecasting of mid-level cloud layers encountered by aircraft engaging ground targets from the 7,000–15,000 ft level. Supporting research on mid-level cloud forecasting involves not only improved cloud detection and characterization but also improved understanding of atmospheric dynamics. For cloud detection there is a need to develop new techniques using existing sensors, both ground and satellite based. Scientists at CIDOS–91 reported the need to improve present cloud characterization to include water vapor, ice, and liquid water content variables. Finally, better understanding of the dynamic processes that generate clouds and precipitation requires more fundamental research. Advancements from improved understanding of the dynamics and cloud characteristics will speed the development of improved cloud forecasting methods.

The CIDOS community has the ability to make significant advances in all of these areas; however, these capabilities will need to be shown to the research sponsors in the 1990s to be high priority and a good investment to improve military operational efficiency and systems effectiveness. This is the challenge for the CIDOS investigators.

Continuing to record the accomplishments of the CIDOS community and the usefulness of this research is, therefore, necessary. To support this concept, the CIDOS community has correctly identified the need for greater user support and the need for improved assistance to the user community. Two identified initiatives to gain greater recognition by the user and improve support are the proposed Cloud Data Users Handbook, and the Cloud Information Reference Library and Archive (CIRLA) system (which was demonstrated at CIDOS–91). Although there is no identifiable DoD cloud research program, the CIDOS community must continue its productivity and efforts to meet the needs of the system development sponsors and operational forces. These continuing efforts will be the basis on which we will be able to generate requirements for the cloud research and development needed to build a more comprehensive and focused program for the future.
PART 2. SYNOPSIS OF PRESENTATIONS

The 1991 CIDOS Conference was the first in the 8-yr history of these conferences where all oral presentations and posters were unclassified. There were eight CIDOS-91 sessions. The first session was a review of programs as they relate to the impact of clouds on DoD systems and on climate change applications. The highlights of the first session included talks on how clouds changed the tactics during "Desert Storm" and the role of clouds on climate change. LT COL Gerald Riley, USAF, described the cloud forecasting problems over Iraq showing the sources of moisture and influence on cloud layer heights. The targets, weapon selection, and aircraft type were altered as the forecast changed. The highest priority research topic on climate change is clouds. The CIDOS-91 attendees were fortunate to hear an excellent address by Dr. William Rossow on the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). Using the infrared radiances and reflected radiances measured by environmental satellites, the ISCCP scientists have compiled useful cloud climate data. However, some difficulties do occur in determining cloud layers, subvisible clouds, and diurnal and seasonal variability.

The second oral session addressed the transfer of DoD-funded research to civilian applications. A significant contribution to information transfer of the DoD clouds research effort is the development of CIRLA. Dr. Paul Try described the system which can be queried from almost any personal computer system. The system was demonstrated during the conference.

The third oral session included presentations of ground, aircraft, and satellite systems capable of measuring clouds. The papers ranged from applications data obtained by ground based whole sky cameras to the cloud measurement requirements for the next series of Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft. One of the more interesting papers was by Mr. Thomas Lee on the tactical application of satellite data during Desert Storm. An added presentation by Mr. Stanley Grigsby with Kuwait oil fire, ground-based photographs, taken very near the fires, was a bonus. He was on an International Red Cross assignment when he photographed the fires and the different smoke plumes.
The fourth oral session consisted of technical presentations on models and a few papers on cloud forecasting. Similarly, the fifth oral session contained technical papers on cloud detection sensors, retrieval algorithms, and display technology. Typical of the high scientific level of these sessions was the presentation by Dr. Edwin Eloranta on measurements of the three-dimensional structure and variability of cirrus clouds, using both satellite-derived data and ground-based lidar.

Each of the oral sessions was accompanied by a poster session. Most of the oral presentations will be included in the Proceedings of CIDOS-91.
PART 3. WORKSHOP SESSION SUMMARIES

The tradition of the DoD clouds meetings has been to convene workshops following the technical sessions. The purpose of these workshops has been to build upon the accomplishments and provide a consensus of the CIDOS community on what continuing research will enhance operational military system performance and provide knowledge on how clouds will impact new system concepts. For CIDOS–91 the workshops had the additional benefit of experiences during Desert Storm and participation from the larger research community addressing similar cloud research problems related to climate change science. The three workshops for CIDOS–91 were organized and chaired as follows:

WORKSHOP A: USER NEEDS
Chairman: Mr. Roberto Rubio

WORKSHOP B: CLOUD DATA USERS HANDBOOK
Chairman: Mr. Donald D. Grantham

WORKSHOP C: MODELS AND DATABASES
Chairman: Dr. Andreas K. Goroch

The chairman of each workshop directed the discussions, kept notes, and summarized the results in the concluding session of the open conference. The following are summary reports as submitted by the respective chairmen.
SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP A
USER NEEDS
Roberto Rubio
U.S. Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory

The User Needs Workshop was attended by a befitting mix of approximately 25 scientists from DoD and the private sector. Each participant had either submitted on a prescribed form, or orally, their user requirement(s). Each submission was then addressed individually and openly to allow workshop members to gain a deeper appreciation of the need and its applications. All stated user requirements were subsequently listed and grouped into categories. It was the panel's judgment that significant improvements are needed in (1) Cloud Forecasting, (2) Cloud Observational Analyses, (3) Operational Cloud Data Processing and Dissemination, (4) Cloud Sensing Instrumentation, and (5) Cloud Simulations to Support the DoD Procurement Process.

During the second workshop session, earnest attempts were made to delineate specific and quantitative requirements for each of the five cloud topics. These efforts were hindered by several constraints. First, in some cases absolute spatial, temporal, or microphysical requirements pertain to a specific weapon system and, consequently, are classified. This was an unclassified meeting. Secondly, some specific needs still fall in the realm of unauthorized release of contractually sensitive information. In several instances attendees felt they were not the authorized spokesman for military systems cloud requirements. These and other minor concerns precluded the working groups from listing precise cloud need specifications. Nonetheless, a few quantitative requirements were quoted. These values are described in the discussions of each main category. A natural outcome of this second session was the recommendation that the above constraints be removed at the next CIDOS conference. Therefore, the User Needs Workshop members recommended that CIDOS-93 have (1) classified sessions, (2) more cloud user representation, including invited speakers, (3) invited speakers from DoD agencies officially designated to document cloud-need requirements, such as the
Air Force Air Weather Service and U.S. Army Intelligence Center and School; and (4) a follow-on User Needs Workshop to build on the foundation established by this CIDOS–91 panel.

From the deliberations the working group delineated five main categories of user requirements. These are reviewed below:

Category 1. Cloud Forecasting

High resolution cloud forecasting capability, on a global extent, was identified as the most important user need. A finer scale of clouds and cloud backgrounds are needed for tactical decision aids and tactical systems applications. Satellite and aircraft surveillance operations require higher spatial resolution cloud forecasts. A thorough review of new forecasting techniques adaptable for operational use should be conducted. This review should include cloud persistence or trajectory technique improvements, statistical methods, and current dynamic cloud models that can predict the genesis of cloud formation. Methods to predict cloud layering and cloud optical depths also must be explored and included in new cloud forecasting techniques. Multispectral remote sensing techniques remain to be fully exploited and incorporated into operational forecasts. Although forecasting refinements are considered important at all altitudes, the need for better cloud prediction is more acute at altitudes below 10,000 ft. Predictions with higher spatial resolution and longer lead times (48 hr for Air Force and Army and 5 days for the Navy) are required. Also, national missile and laser test ranges such as White Sands Missile Range and Kwajalein Test Range, as well as spaceborne surveillance operations, require reliable methods to predict cloud-free lines of sight and cloud-free arcs.

The subtopic of cirrus clouds drew considerable attention. Much more accurate prediction schemes are needed for cirrus clouds in general, but particularly for tenuous and subvisible cirrus clouds. Another subtopic is the requirement for more accurate forecasts of aircraft and naval ship contrail generation. Aircraft contrail forecasting methods are in need of updating, inclusion of the influence of engine exhaust composition and thermodynamic parameters, and improved consideration of synoptic scale upward motion.
Category 2. Cloud Observational Analysis

Methodologies used in cloud observation analysis require implementation of technology that yields sharper definition of cloud physical dimension, i.e., higher spatial resolution. Reliable netted grid analysis to at least 1/8 mesh is considered a good start, but requirements exist for much less than 1-km resolution when point analyses are necessary. Temporal resolution needs to reach a cloud data set every 15 min. The DMSP Block 6 six-hour refresh falls critically short of this practicable requirement and should be reconsidered. The high spatial resolution criteria also apply to observational analysis of contrail clouds, cloud-free line of sight, and cloud-free arcs. Practical techniques and skills are needed to detect, identify, and quantify tenuous and subvisible cirrus clouds. If these can be accomplished with the resolution requirements stated above, so much the better.

With the plethora of satellite data available at Desert Storm, it was established that present procedures burden data acquisition systems and require excessive human interaction. Already a fully automated operational capability is required. The addition of higher spatial and temporal resolution data will make automation a more crucial issue. As part of this automation, methods to reduce recurring biases such as snow and cirrus cloud misrepresentations must be included. Also, the observational analyst frequently responds to the difficult inquiry "How good are the data?" Routines that provide data uncertainty or error bars, variance and confidence levels, and calibration or ground truth information are long overdue. Ultimately, users have to know the impact of cloud data uncertainties on their system or operation. However, first the measurement and analysis uncertainties must be defined and made readily available to the analyst.

Analysts in Desert Storm learned that the aforementioned cloud requirements are particularly important at altitudes of 10,000 ft and below, because aircraft missions were forced to shift to high level attack tactics (above 10,000 ft) to avoid ground fire. From these sorties it was also ascertained that cloud data need to be added to electro-optical tactical decision aids for high level attack.
Category 3. Operational Cloud Data Processing and Dissemination

Cloud sensing systems currently generate vast amounts of data, some superfluous. Neither hardware, software, nor human resources are available to handle all information entering a central collection point. As an example, during Desert Storm, DMSP Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) data frequently overflowed the collection center. The user community needs faster and more efficient methods of ingesting data and intelligently filtering and applying quality control techniques based on user accuracy requirements. Means of achieving faster dissemination of processed data to tactical users continues to be a fundamental need. Although today improved engineering can resolve some of these deficiencies, in the long term, particularly to accommodate higher resolution data, novel technology is required. Exploitation of new data compression techniques such as fractal geometry and octree coding is encouraged. High speed optical signal processing techniques should be considered also. Ultimately, this equipment will have to be lighter, more compact, and capable of performing in-theater reception, high speed processing, and rapid dissemination to tactical users.

Category 4. Cloud Sensing Instrumentation

Enhanced cloud sensing capabilities must be accomplished with complementary ground based and spaceborne, long range, remote sensors. Since the launching of sufficient satellites to measure the required high resolution data is cost prohibitive, satellite cloud sensors must be improved to extend sensing range, enhance spatial resolution, perform better identification of cirrus clouds and their properties, properly discriminate between snow and clouds, and enhance accuracies. Better utilization of modern multispectral sensor technology is needed. Sponsorship of microwave cloud sensing techniques should continue.

Lidar has the potential to fill some data voids within the user’s needs. These voids need to be identified and a plan developed to tailor and reliably quantify lidar data to fill these voids. Efforts to develop the Whole Sky Imager nighttime capability should continue along with exploration of methods to enhance cloud spatial resolution.
The subjects of the user's required cloud data accuracies, measurement accuracies, satellite ground truth verification, and ground remote sensor in situ truth verification are all obviously related and heavily interdependent. Yet at CIDOS meetings, these subjects are normally addressed independently of each other. Again, a plan to begin coordination of these related issues is sorely needed. Establishment of a session at CIDOS-93 and a workshop dedicated to this discipline is submitted for consideration by the CIDOS steering committee.

Category 5. Cloud Simulations to Support the DoD Procurement Processes

This subject clearly falls under the purview of the Cloud Models Workshop. However, it is briefly reported here for two reasons. First, there is a group of users such as concept developers, system designers, and system evaluators who are part of the DoD procurement process. These users are concerned with cloud effects on a given future system, for example, those responsible for performing the cost operation effective analysis (COEA) on Army or Air Force systems. The second reason for including this subject here is to make the community and Models Workshop group aware of this need and recommend that at the CIDOS-93 Conference the Models Workshop include this topic and make further recommendations. The User Needs Workshop concluded that personnel involved in systems procurement processes require cloud simulation models that are "user friendly" and capable of running, in reasonable time, on a small mainframe. The generally known requirements are cloud dimensions and definitions or specifications of cloud microphysical parameters and radiative transfer properties that affect system operation. At present, database systems such as CIRLA and Atmospheric Properties System and "engineering level" models, like those in the Electro-Optical Systems Atmospheric Effects Library (EOSAEL), are available to address this requirement partially. However, further coordination with specific systems developers and evaluators is necessary before proceeding to delineate exact model, climatology, or database requirements.

Acknowledgement: The chairman of the User Needs Workshop expresses his deep appreciation to CAPT Mark Raffensberger, USAF, and MAJ Mike Walters, USAF, for their expert assistance in conducting the workshop and synthesizing the workshop notes and discussions.
SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP B
CLOUD DATA USERS HANDBOOK
Donald D. Grantham
Geophysics Directorate
Phillips Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command

For many years, the CIDOS steering committee and its predecessor groups recognized the need to consolidate what is known about clouds and cloud data (observations and data sets) and communicate this knowledge to the users. The CIDOS conferences have been an effective mechanism to fulfill this need; however, the information transmittal has been limited to attendees and readers of the published proceedings. At CIDOS 89/90, a specific recommendation was made to establish a working group to develop guidance to prepare a Cloud Data Users Handbook. This handbook would be designed to provide useful information on clouds to military planners, system developers, engineers, and operational users, and also serve as a source document for the environmental expert, such as Air Force staff meteorologists.

Purpose of Cloud Data Users Handbook

The purpose of the Cloud Data Users Handbook is to provide to the DoD user an aid in identifying (1) the cloud-related parameters that require consideration when addressing the effectiveness of military systems, (2) the available sources of cloud data, and (3) the methods for applying these data to typical problems of system operation. The users were identified to be (a) professional meteorologists, such as the Air Force staff meteorologists assigned to system commands; (2) nonmeteorologists, particularly engineers designing new systems; and (3) analysts, technical or operations analysts involved in analyzing cloud data.

Contents of Handbook

For the purpose of this handbook clouds are defined to be visually observable natural clouds (water or ice) and subvisible cirrus. Cloud parameters include optical characteristics and physical properties over a range of values applicable to various cloud types.
It was suggested that the handbook contain two levels of detail to best satisfy the broad range of users: one level tailored for nonmeteorologists and the other for professional meteorologists. Major characteristics of the handbook will include cloud observation information, and for different problems, discussions on cloud considerations and methods or techniques for applying available data to the problem.

A table of contents for the handbook was proposed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAPTER</th>
<th>COMMENT*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Introduction</td>
<td>Who is the book for and for what purpose?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Background</td>
<td>Cloud definitions, how observations are made, sample types of problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Cloud Characteristics</td>
<td>Distribution, microphysics (range of physical properties, values, and parameterizations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. Type or Class of Problems and Cloud Considerations</td>
<td>A matrix relating the typical military mission with the cloud characteristics that affect it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Sources of Data and Databases</td>
<td>Types of data, available analyses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI. Simulation and Modeling Methods</td>
<td>Explanation of methods and techniques and how to use them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendices:
A. Acroynms and Definitions
B. Cloud Characteristic Details
C. References and Bibliography

* Each chapter would contain two levels of detail, one for quick and easy understanding by nonmeteorologists and the other, sufficient explanation to allow a more indepth understanding by staff meteorologists (i.e., "cookbook" and reference book).
The workshop started by reviewing recommendations from the previous CIDOS workshop and indicating those that were successful. These success stories would then serve as the model for the development of current recommendations. The presentations at this conference showed three success stories from the previous conference recommendations: (1) the characterization of cirrus clouds, (2) the development of cloud models and databases for the user community, and (3) the further refinement of CIRLA, the library of database locations and contents.

Development of Cirrus Models

One of the major recommendations of the CIDOS–91 Conference was that several applications required physical characterization of cirrus clouds. At least five papers were presented at this conference on new cirrus cloud characterizations, ranging from detailed physical radiative transfer models of propagation through a population of ice crystals to statistical parameterizations, to the development of multispectral cirrus visualization techniques.

Development and Publicizing of Cloud Databases

Several different CIDOS–89/90 recommendations dealt with the need for the development of cloud models and databases, which would serve as an engineering cookbook of physical characteristics of various types of clouds. At the present conference, a new effort was described for the development of a cloud handbook providing a summary of physical cloud characteristics associated with different atmospheric and environmental conditions. In addition, this conference included several papers describing the current conventional databases (RTNEPH, ISCCP) as well as the archiving of Whole Sky Imager data.
Development of Library of Database Locations and Contents

After the previous conference, an effort was started under Strategic Defense Initiative sponsorship on the summarization of cloud databases available for development of applications. This effort was described at the conference, and discussion followed on the utility and possible improvements of the CIRLA program.

Actions Recommended at CIDOS-91 on Models and Databases

The three cases described demonstrate that the information transfer resulting from the conference can result in improved program development without necessarily a directly funded effort by other users. These samples seem to show that the distribution of the proceedings is sufficient to identify work efforts by major users that have potential for subsequent application by other users.

Encouraged by the implementation of recommendations from previous CIDOS workshops, the participants of the Models and Databases Workshop deliberated on what actions are now needed for advancing cloud modeling and database development for enhancing the operations of defense systems. They then grouped their findings into the following sets of primary and secondary recommendations.

Primary Recommendations

1. Include water vapor, liquid water content, and water phase in measurement programs.

   The role of water vapor and water phase (ice type or water) is found to be a component necessary to the understanding of cloud characteristics. This function is particularly important for remote sensing and in the analysis of electro-optical system performance, where the absorption and scattering of the various types of ice in the atmosphere have a significant effect, in addition to the effects of the cloud itself.

2. Improve cloud forecast capability by funding cloud physics analysis in cloud environment.

   Cloud forecasting has been undergoing a certain neglect over the past decade or two. Recent uses of cloud data, as well as events in the Persian Gulf, have demonstrated the importance of...
understanding physical mechanisms in clouds with the goal of better forecasts of cloud occurrence. The consensus among workshop participants was that the emphasis on research in these physical mechanisms should be increased. In addition to this general recommendation, participants also proposed several specific efforts that should be pursued.

A. **Develop short range (< 6 hrs) and medium range (6-48 hrs) cloud forecast.**

   The Persian Gulf War demonstrated the importance of knowing cloud cover both in the short range and medium range: the former for tactical field operations, the latter for theater planning. A strong effort should be made to develop these two scales of forecasts of cloud cover, cloud type, and cloud characteristics.

B. **Provide physical parameters quantitatively related to applications requirements rather than generic names (e.g., cirrus).**

   User requirements have advanced sufficiently that quantitative cloud information is required; qualitative cloud information such as alto-stratus or cumulus humilis is no longer sufficient. Cloud characterization would now include such variables as drop size distribution, water phase, liquid water content, water vapor density, and index of refraction of cloud components.

3. **Invite program managers and planners to review relevant program plans.**

   One of the most important forms of guidance of future research direction is the interest and funding availability in different subjects by DoD agencies. There was general concurrence that the conferees would find very valuable a series of presentations by program managers and planners outlining in general terms the future directions of their cloud-related programs. These presentations would stimulate research community interest and provide the planners and managers with a certain amount of feedback for the refinement of their plans.

**Secondary Recommendations**

The conferees considered the following to be important recommended actions. These should be implemented with somewhat lower priority than the primary recommendations.
1. **Develop means for in situ cirrus clouds measurement.**

   Although remote measurements and modeling of cirrus clouds have increased, and have been quite successful, the physical measurements of cirrus cloud characteristics have decreased. Substantial measurements of cirrus characteristics have been conducted in the past using the RB-57 aircraft, but currently no means is available for extended hydrometeor measurement in the stratosphere. An airplane or balloon would provide data required for wide ranging detailed observations of ice crystal distributions and composition.

2. **Define required horizontal cloud scales for DoD operations.**

   Currently several scales of cloud analysis are available, usually defined by the limitations of the equipment. The requirements of the user may in fact be different and ought to be documented for development of applications.

3. **Include cloud characterization in DoD field programs.**

   Many electromagnetic and electro-optical related field programs archive only rudimentary cloud information, such as that found in standard observations and pilot reports. It is becoming clear that clouds are having a large impact on atmospheric transmission, and more detailed information should be provided. Among examples of such detail are cloud base, cloud height, extent of multilayers, optical depth, and cloud motions.

4. **Encourage DoD platforms of opportunity during field programs.**

   Large scale field programs are almost always limited in the number of ships available to support surface measurements. The conferees agreed the field programs and the DoD would benefit if Navy vessels on maneuvers, with certain flexibility (such as training or reserve duty), were to participate in the measurement program.

5. **Improve cataloging of data in CIRLA.**

   The access to the CIRLA database was found to be adequate, although relatively few attendees had actually used the system. It was suggested that the utility of the CIRLA would be improved if a data management system, such as that in a relational database, were available. This capability might enable users to be more efficient in finding the correct course to the required data.
PART 4. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT

After the closing session of CIDOS on 12 January 1991, the executive committee met at Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California. The meeting was convened by the chairman of the steering committee, Mr. Donald Grantham. Representatives of all three services and others participated, including

Mr. Donald D. Grantham, Chairman, Air Force
Mr. Roberto Rubio, Army
Dr. Andreas K. Goroch, Navy
Dr. Gerald L. Geernaert, Navy
Dr. John S. Bohlson, Aerospace Corp
Dr. Paul D. Try, Science and Technology Corp.

A general discussion followed noting the high quality of presentations and posters at CIDOS-91 and the achievements of the DoD clouds community such as the on-line capability of CIRLA.

The CIDOS-91 Conference was organized with a purpose to emphasize DMSP and civilian use of DoD cloud data and research results, particularly considering first order impact for climate change studies. The purpose of CIDOS-91 was achieved and this conference's technical presentations were judged by the committee to have reached a higher level of science excellence.

There was a focused discussion on user needs that were identified during CIDOS-91. The following topics were included:

- Radiance structure and variability
- Cirrus structure
- Cloud detection and automated displays
- Short-term forecasting (0–6 hr) for tactical applications (weapon system performance)
- Digitizing and archiving DMSP data
- Interagency database management
The user needs discussion led to suggestions for the agenda of the next clouds conference, to be known as CIDOS-93. There was agreement that CIDOS-93 will be organized around the military missions related to cloud impact needs on (1) tactical or battle area, (2) surveillance, and (3) communication.

The CIDOS-91 Conference was unclassified, a fact that precluded discussions on specific DoD needs. There was agreement at the executive committee meeting that the next CIDOS conference will return to the format that includes classified sessions.

It was agreed CIDOS-93 will be held in mid-1993 and will be hosted by the Army, perhaps at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. The restructured CIDOS executive committee will be

COL Grant C. Aufderhaar, DoD
Mr. Donald D. Grantham, Air Force
Mr. Roberto Rubio, Army
Dr. Andreas K. Goroch, Navy
MAJ Frank P. Kelley, Air Force
Dr. Gerald L. Geernaert, Navy
Dr. J. William Snow, Air Force
CAPT Herbert P. Colomb, Navy
LTCOL Roger C. Whiton, Air Force

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the workshop reports and discussions during the executive committee meeting, numerous technical recommendations were made. Several emerged from Desert Storm to require priority attention, such as cloud forecasting in tactical scenarios. Other priority recommendations include expand CIRLA; accelerate preparation of the cloud handbook; increase emphasis on cirrus clouds; consider water vapor, liquid water content, and water phases in measurements; improve cloud simulation models; and develop better automated cloud displays.

The list of recommendations compiled during the executive committee meeting included the above and many more. The random order partial listing of recommendations follows:

- Archive selected Air Force nephanelysis data
- Consider adding data catalog to CIRLA
- Upgrade DMSP archive capability
- Archive water vapor, liquid water content, and ice information with cloud data sets
- Investigate incorporating CIRLA into INTERNET
- Develop improved cloud forecasts
- Inform cloud science community that CIDOS-93 will emphasize cloud forecasting
- Measure in situ cirrus cloud characteristics
- Encourage development of platforms and sensors for field experiments
- Develop modern (new) cloud detection and measurement techniques necessary for 4D determination of water vapor, liquid water content, and ice in clouds.
- Develop cloud characterization (handbook) for user (staff meteorologist clients)
- Expand efforts to describe cloud impact (CIDOS results) and plans by program managers, sponsors, and operational forces
- Encourage climate modelers to consider cloud radiation, physical properties, and processes
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Thomas F. Lee, Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory

Using Clouds to Track Surface Ships
Richard Siquig, Arunas Kuciauskas, and Nahid Khazenie¹, Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory and ¹University of Texas
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SSMI Operational Analysis for Thunderstorms
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Strategic Air Command Contrail Formation Study
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TACNEPH Single Channel and Multispectral Cloud Algorithm Development
Gary B. Gustafson, Jean-Luc Moncet, Ronald G. Isaacs, Robert P. d'Entremont¹, James T. Bunting¹, and Michael K. Griffin¹, Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc. and ¹Geophysics Directorate, Phillips Laboratory

Cloud Type Identification and Classification Using Spatial Statistical Texture Measures
Nahid Khazenie and Kim A. Richardson, Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory

The Three-Dimensional Spatial Structure of Cirrus Clouds Determined From Lidar and Satellite Observations
Edwin W. Eloranta, Donald W. Wylie, and W. Wolf, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Visible Scattering and Infrared Extinction in Clouds Calculated From Satellite and Lidar Data Comparisons
Donald W. Wylie, Edwin W. Eloranta, and Christian Grund¹, University of Wisconsin-Madison and ¹NOAA Environmental Research Laboratory

Parameterization of Visible and Infrared Window Radiances for Cloud Simulation and Satellite Retrievals
Patrick Minnis, Patrick W. Heck¹, and David F. Young¹, NASA Langley Research Center and ¹Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Corporation

The Positive Identification of Optically Thin, Cirrus Clouds in Nighttime Multispectral Meteorological Satellite Data by Automated Cloud Detection and Typing Algorithms
Keith D. Hutchison, Jerry Mack, Russel McDonald, and Grey Logan, Lockheed Austin Division
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Simulated Composite Color Imagery For Real-Time Cloud Analysis
Larry W. Thomason and Robert P. d'Entremont, NASA Langley Research Center and 'Geophysics Directorate, Phillips Laboratory

Air Force Global Weather Central's (AFGWC) New Surface Temperature Analysis and Forecast Model (SFCTMP)
James H. Cramer and Thomas M. Hamill, Air Force Global Weather Central and 'Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.

Polar Cloud Classification Using AVHRR Imagery: A Neural Network Approach With Bootstrap Validation
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1200  CIDOS-91 ADJOURNS
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